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APWH Notes

Chapter 1

• Human migrations occurred during Paleolithic 
period- to all parts of the globe- last areas 
settled: Oceania and Americas

• Humans organized into small hunter-foraging 
bands- on much of the globe, these groups 
become patoralists- use domesticated animals 
in the form of herds (very little agriculture)

• Pastoralists move with herds and have 
interactions (later on) with settled societies 
allowing them to act as “conduits” of ideas, 
inventions, etc.

Human Migration Map
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Neolithic Revolution

• Occurred around 10,000 years ago

• Where: Middle East, Indus, Yellow River, New 
Guinea, Mesoamerica, Andes

• Appearance of settled agriculture- impact on 
environment

– Intense cultivation

– Construction of irrigation systems

– Use of domesticated animals for food & labor

Why?

• Possible climate change

• The "oasis theory, a variant on the climatic 
theory: As ME was becoming dryer the 
conditions of the Near East, forcing humans to 
congregate to survive

• Social developments: were set off by 
increased population, leading to more 
complex social relationships, which in turn led 
to people settling (abandon nomadic life)

Consequences

• Leads to more food (surplus) which in turn led 
to more population

• Leads to specialization of labor- warrior class, 
artisans, scribes, development of elites

• Technological improvements: pottery, plows, 
woven textiles

• Metallurgy

• Wheels/wheeled vehicles (chariots for 
example)
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Consequences (continued)

• Elite groups accumulate wealth

• Creation of hierarchical social structures

• Gender divisions

• Urban societies with complex social 
organizations

• Long distance trade networks established very 
early

• Development of religion

• Warfare

Core or Foundational Civilizations

• Mesopotamia (Tigris & Euphrates River Valleys)

• Nile (Egypt)

• Indus River Valley (Mohenjo-Daro & Harappa

• Yellow River (Shang)

• Mesoamerica (Olmecs)

• Andean South America (Chavin)

First Civilizations-
About 5000 years ago
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Mesopotamia

Nile River Valley

Indus River Valley
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Yellow River- early Chinese Civs

Mesoamerica

Chavin- South America
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Characteristics of an early 
“Civilization”

• Urbanized societies with large cities

– a) large, complex social organizations

– b) specialization

– c) certain level of population

– d) leadership group (priest kings)

– e) Gender divisions/economic classes

“Civilization” (Cont.)

• Economy based on the centralized 
accumulation of capital

– a) tribute and taxes (paid in kind)

– b) allowed for support of “nonfood producers”

– c) see specialization above

– d) highly organized food production and storage

“Civilization” (Cont.)

• Elaborate religious belief systems

• Writing/record keeping

– development of math

– science (needed for agriculture--- leads to 
irrigation systems)

• Impressive public buildings and projects

–monumental architecture


